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Components: 

 Two Card Clash Decks 

 Two Hit Score Sheets 

 Two Black dice (2d6) 

 Two White dice (2d6) 

 Two Combo Reference Sheets 

 Pencils/Pens 
 
 

Objective: 

In “Card Clash: The Punching!” players take on the roles of two boxing champions competing for 

the world title. Boxers must use combinations of jabs, one-two punches, combos to score hits on their 

opponent. Boxers can also use a guard to block their opponent’s attacks. If a boxer knocks out their 

opponent, they win the match. Otherwise, the boxer who scores the most hits by the end of twelve 

rounds is the winner.  

 

 

 

Set Up: 

Each Boxer takes and shuffles a “Card Clash Deck.” Both boxers place their shuffled decks 

facedown in their respective deck zones. Boxers then draw six cards from their respective decks. These 

cards make up each boxer’s starting hands. Each boxer also takes a pen/pencil, pair of dice, and a hit 

score sheet. Each Boxer’s side of the ring should be set up as follows. The Action 1, Action 2, and Action 

3 zones are empty until the start of the match, however both boxers need to be aware of where each 

zone is. 
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Rules: 

 Each Boxer’s deck contains the following 36 cards: 

 High Jab x 5  

 Low Jab x 5  

 High One-Two x 5  

 Low One-Two x 5  

 High Guard x 8 

 Low Guard x 8 
 
Card Parts: 
There are two types of Actions in the deck: Attack Actions and Guard Actions. 
 
Each Attack Action has a number on it indicating the number of hits that the Boxer 
scores if the attack successfully connects. This number is called the Hit Value. Jabs can 
score 1 hit while One-Twos can score 2 hits. 
 
Each Action also has “High” or “Low” labeled on the attack, indicating the position the 
Boxer is aiming at with that Action. Likewise, Boxers have “High” or “Low” guard Actions 
that block the respective attack (ie: High guard blocks high attacks, low guard blocks low 
attacks). 

 

Boxers use these Actions to score hits on their opponent or block their opponent’s attacks. 

Boxers keep track of how many hits they have scored on their respective Hit Score Sheets. 

 

 “Card Clash: The Punching!” is played in a sequence of actions that make up a round. Each 

game can last a maximum of 12 rounds as this is the World Heavyweight Championships. The Round 

Steps are as follows: 

Round steps 

 

 

 

Actions: 

Note: Boxers do not place all three actions at once. Both boxers lay down a single action one at a time.  

Action 
1 

comparison Action 
2 

comparison Action 
3 

comparison Draw 
phase 
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A boxer takes an action by selecting an Action from their hand and placing it facedown in the 

appropriate action zone. After both boxers have placed an Action, both Actions are flipped up 

simultaneously and compared in the “comparison” step. After the comparison is resolved (see below) 

boxers then place their second action. The second action is resolved and then boxers place their final 

actions. After all actions have been placed and compared, boxers then enter the draw phase, discarding 

all played actions into the discard zone and drawing 3 more Actions from the deck. 

 

Card Comparison: 

 When the action cards are revealed, various resolutions can take place depending on what 

Actions each Boxer played. Both of the Boxers’ action cards are compared against each other. Only cards 

of the current action are compared. Both players must resolve Action 1 before moving on to Action 2, 

and then Action 3. The following resolutions occur depending on the actions taken: 

 

 Attack vs Attack: If both Boxers play attack Actions, Boxers must first check if the 
cards are aiming at the same position.  
 

o For example, if a boxer’s High Jab action is matched with their 
opponent’s High One-Two action, then a clash occurs. In this case, both 
boxers have tried to attack each other at the same position, resulting in 
their fists clashing together.  

 

o To conclude this clash, boxers both roll a number of dice equal to their 
current action’s hit value. The boxer who rolls a higher total sum from 
their dice wins the clash and deals hits on their opponent equal to their 
action card’s hit value. 

 
  In this example, the boxer played a High Jab action while their 

opponent played a High One-Two. The boxer rolls one die while 
their opponent rolls 2 dice as the boxer’s High Jab has a hit value 
of one and their opponent’s High One-Two has a hit value of two.  

 
o If, however, a High action was compared to a Low action, then a clash 

would not occur and both boxers would simply score hits according to 
their action’s hit values, as both punches would slide by each other and 
connect. This is the case for any non-clashing attacks. 

 

 Attack vs Guard: 
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o An appropriate guard Action will block a corresponding attack. For 
example, if the boxer plays a High Jab and their opponent plays a High 
Guard, then the boxer’s attack is blocked and no hits are scored.  

 

 

Combos 

Boxers can plan out specific sequences of actions that if resolved, can build into a Combo.  

 

-Resolved actions- 

To resolve an Attack Action, the boxer must land a hit without being blocked or clashed with. This 

means if a boxer’s action is clashed with, the action does not count towards the Combo even if they win 

the clash. To resolve a Guard action, the player must simply play the Guard action. A boxer does NOT 

need to actually block a hit for this action to count towards a combo.  

 

If a boxer successfully resolves any of the follow sequences of actions, a Combo effect will occur: 

 

2 Action Combos – players must successfully resolve both actions to combo 

 Low One-Two, High Jab – Uppercut! <1 die in bonus hits>  

 High One-Two, Low Jab – Body Shot! <1 die in bonus hits>  
 

3 Action Combos – Players must successfully resolve all three actions to combo 

 High Jab, Low Guard, High One-Two – Dempsey Roll <2 dice in bonus hits>  
 

-Combo Effect- 

 A Combo Effect takes the form of bonus hits that a boxer can land on their opponent if any of 

the above combos are fully resolved. These bonus hits are added after all hits from the last action of the 

combo have been scored.  

 For example, if a boxer lands a Low One-Two, then a High Jab on their opponent without their 

opponent clashing or blocking either action, then the player would have successfully landed 3 hits and 

triggered a combo effect. After the action hits are scored, the player then rolls a number of dice given 

by whatever combo they have just triggered (see above chart or combo reference sheet). The sum of 

this extra roll equals the total bonus hits the player scores on their opponent because of the combo 

effect, and are then recorded on the score sheet. 
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Helpful Hints: Remember, a combo can be interrupted by either blocking or clashing with any attack 

action within it. Use prediction to stop your opponent from successfully getting off their combo!  

 

 

Knock Out: 

 Boxers can attempt to knock out their opponent by dealing 8 or more hits against their 

opponent within a single round. If a boxer deals at least 8 hits in a round, at the end of that round the 

boxer’s opponent must roll two dice in response. The opponent must roll a sum greater than or equal to 

6 to resist being knocked out. If the opponent does not roll high enough, they are knocked out and the 

boxer wins. This check to see if an opponent is knocked out can only happen once per round, at the end 

of the round before the draw phase. 

Helpful Hints: It is entirely possible for players to both deal at least 8 hits to each other in a single round, 

potentially causing a double knock out! How exciting! 

 

End Game: 

 The first boxer who knocks out their opponent is the winner. If neither boxer is knocked out, the 

match ends after the 12th round. This causes the match to go to decision, and the boxer with the most 

hits scored wins. 
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